Advanced security solution for next generation networks

CloudShield and IBM BladeCenter –
protecting critical DNS infrastructure

DNS attacks represent a malicious
and costly threat to NGN networks.
A single successful DNS attack will
severely limit or prevent access to
thousands of commercial, government
or educational Web sites. Even wellequiped networks that utilize firewalls,
load balancers, and an advanced array
of security devices, can be vulnerable
to DDoS attacks. The worst types of
attacks appear as valid DNS requests
flooding DNS servers with up to 100
times their originally provisioned
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Defender acts as a series of intelligent
filters which receive raw Internet traffic
and provide clean DNS traffic out.

“We have seen some of
the most aggressive DNS
attacks occur during the
past few months and expect
this behavior to continue.
Service providers can now
significantly improve their
security by leveraging
the advanced security
capabilities of the IBM
BladeCenter.”
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— Matt Jones
President and CEO
CloudShield
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DNS Server Farm
= Broadband Remote Access Server
= Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer
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CloudShield and IBM:
a powerful combination
The combination of CloudShield’s DNS
Defender and the IBM BladeCenter
family delivers the performance,
reliability and affordability demanded
by mission critical telecommunications
applications. The IBM BladeCenter is
the ideal platform for the deployment
of these services providing a single
platform to help reduce operating costs
and complexity.
For more information
Learn how IBM Systems can help your
company achieve more revenue and
reduce your costs, while helping you
keep your profitable customers.
Have questions? Contact the IBM
Telecommunications team today on
how we can help you take advantage
of our extensive industry expertise.
Please visit us on the web at:
ibm.com/telecom/systems

For more information about
CloudShield, visit:
cloudshield.com
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